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Wheelock Link
Project WeCan

Project WeCan

“Young Innovators Bazaar” Joint School Sharing

Mentorship English
Cooking Class

Over 500 students from 25 secondary schools of Project WeCan
program showcased their entrepreneurial acumen and creativity
at the “Young Innovators Bazaar” at Plaza Hollywood in
Diamond Hill. Students were given an opportunity to stimulate
their entrepreneurial spirit and experience by running their own
retail business from scratch. It emphasized leadership, problem
solving, negotiation skills, teamwork and preparation for the
competitive business environment. The unfailing support from

students, teachers and corporate volunteers made it a success.
Award Presentation Ceremony cum Sharing Session was earlier
held in The Chinese University of Hong Kong. At the ceremony,
a short video showcased the memorable moments of the bazaar.
In addition to the sharing of their unforgettable moments
and experiences, students also took the challenge of the roleplay game to demonstrate their customer service and problem
solving skill.

Wheelock Properties partnered with Ng Yuk Secondary
School to implement a mentorship programme for
more than a year. This mentorship programme aimed
to enhance interaction between mentors and mentees
through various activities, thus establishing good
channels of communication. An English Cooking
Class was held recently to bond mentors and mentees
together in a bustling kitchen, to learn cooking skills in
an English environment as well as to promote a healthy
vegetarian culture. Mentors and mentees cooked a
pumpkin pot and other dishes together, and displayed
their best cooking abilities. At the end of the event, each
mentor and mentee received a beautiful potted plant
that symbolize ‘seedlings thriving with good care’ which
reflects the mission of the mentorship programme.

Lane Crawford
Warehouse Visit

Wheelock Results
Announcement Behind the Scenes
To give students the opportunity to witness the senior
executives of a listed company to report the overview of
latest business development and financial performance
to the media, Wheelock Properties specially arranged
their partner school students to attend the 2014 Annual
Results Announcement. After the media session,
Chairman of Wheelock Group Mr. Douglas Woo had an
in-depth discussion with students.

“Project WeCan” aims to provide students with the knowledge
other than books. Three participating schools - Ng Yuk
Secondary School, HKSKH Bishop Hall Secondary School
and Lai Chack Middle School were arranged to visit Lane
Crawford Warehouse. Students were given an introduction
of the latest retail market overview and explored the
logistic arrangement and operation environment of a large
department store. Through the employee’s sharing, students
learnt more about workplace and career information.

